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Aaron Hyatt is co-chair of the Real Estate Department of Brownstein Hyatt Farber
Schreck, where he is proud to be a leader of the firm’s premier real estate transaction
practice. His practice focuses on the acquisition, financing, leasing, development and
disposition of various real estate assets, including apartment and office buildings,
hotels, shopping centers, casinos and mixed-use projects.
When Lisa Hogan helps a company avoid a legal problem, she considers it to be one
of her best achievements. But, when litigation is necessary, she’s the strategic,
creative attorney you want on your side. Few employment litigators in the country can
match Lisa’s extensive trial experience and knowledge of how business issues play
out in court.
Brad Herrema’s forte and long-term focus include strategic water supply planning,
water right permitting and regulatory compliance, litigation including water right
adjudications, transactional negotiations and due diligence, as well as water quality,
environmental and species concerns spanning every aspect of California and national
water law. For nearly 15 years, Brad has been involved in many of the nation’s most
significant and complex water matters, predominantly in the western United States.
Craig Hemenway speaks the language of technology. Brownstein’s lead patent
attorney for high tech matters, he works with both startups and major corporations,
including a Fortune 50 technology client, managing complex portfolios of patent
assets. Craig’s practice focuses on helping clients in the technology sector develop
strategies that enable them to leverage intellectual property assets to achieve
marketplace prominence.
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